
Whole-Home 
Air Cleaner

A Trusted Product
The NovusAer whole-home air cleaner is a trusted product that will provide 
your family with clean air. No matter how clean you keep your home, millions 
of harmful microscopic airborne particles can aggravate allergies and asthma—
and increase the likelihood of colds and flu. To effectively remove those 
tiny airborne particles in every room of the house (not just one room), the 
NovusAer is a companion to your home’s heating and cooling system.

These benefits assure your health and comfort:

• Clean air for every room
• Scours the air to virtually eliminate dust, pet-dander, germs, and pollen
• Can be installed in nearly any home with any furnace
• Filters last up to 3 years
• Maximum air flow of any whole-home system of the same size
• Independent laboratory tested to remove 99.37% of particles </= PM 2.5 
• Extremely low maintenance and easy to maintain
• Guaranteed to be 10X as efficient as standard filter systems
• 100% Money-Back Guarantee

NovusAer is backed by our 100% Money-
Back Guarantee. If for any reason, you are 
not completely satisfied in your first year of 
ownership of the NovusAer whole-home air 
cleaner, and we can’t make you happy, we’ll 

refund your money.

NovusAer is sold 
exclusively through 
qualified HVAC 
contractors

Patent number: US10,307,703B1



NovusAer can deliver 
maximum airflow because it 
has the most surface area of 
any whole-home solution. 
It has 3% more surface area 
than the IQ Air Perfect 16, 
an incredible 230% more than 
a Lennox MERV 16 media 
filter, and an astonishing 
5700% more surface area than 
a standard furnace filter.

Maximum Surface Area

Maximum Air Flow
NovusAer offers maximum 
airflow through your heating 
and air conditioning system. 
Why does this matter? The 
problem with most whole-
home air cleaners is that to 
filter out harmful air, they must 
restrict airflow. This reduces 
the efficiency and effectiveness 
of your system. NovusAer’s 
airflow rivals that of the most 
expensive system on the 
market, ensuring a comfortable 
home AND clean air. No 
compromises are necessary.

Find a contractor near you: 
www.essentialairproducts.com

71 Cutler Drive, Ste 6 / North Salt Lake, UT 84054
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